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SUMMARY 
If live animal prices are to reflect carcass value In terms of 
trimmed retaU cuts, the ratio of trimmed retail cuts to live weight of 
an animal is an important value determinant. In this inveStigation, 
variation in carcass yields of t r immed retail cuts and relationships of 
such yields to on-the- hoof prices were studied. 
Data were obtained fr om 26 lots of 4 each, referred to as the KC 
sample, and nine lots of 10 each, referred to as the CIB sample. The 
KC sample was selected over a period of several months at a large 
terminal market Bnd included cattle with widely different breeding and 
feeding backgrounds. In contrast , the CIB sample was much more uni -
form with each of the 10 animals In a lot Si red by the same sire and 
aU having been fed the same rations for approximately the same 
period of time. The right hand sides of beef from 194 carcasses 0," 
these animals were processed into trimmed retail cuts for the study. 
Retail yield ranged from 62.2 to 79.5 percent per side of beef in the 
KC sample and from 63.1 to 75.1 in the crB sample for indh·idual 
carcasses. The mean retail yield was 70.7 percent for the KC s~.mple 
and 69.3 for the CIS group. On a lot basis the range in r etall yield 
was from a low of 65.8 to a high of 76.6 for the KC sample and 67.1 to 
71.0 for the CIS sample. 
The range in retail value of side for the KC sample from $51.88 to 
$60.01 per cwt. on a lot basis compared with $52.53 to $55.35 for the 
CIB group. When retail value was converted to on-the-hoof value per 
hundred weight thr ough use of dressing percentage, the lot averages 
ranged from $31.56 to $36.47 In the KC sample. 
The retail yield of wholesale cuts was analyzed by quartlles 
based on the yield of retail cuts from the side. This analysis re-
vealed important and significant differences fo r all cuts except 
the shank and sirloin tip. Analysis of retail yield of wholesale cuts 
by carcass weight quarUles showed significant differences among 
quartiles for all cuts except the shank and the tip in the KC sample. 
However, fo r the eIB sample only the rib, flank, and tip differed Sig-
nificantly by weight quartlles. An interesting contrast between the 
KC and CIB samples was developed when reta ll yield of wholesale cuts 
was analyzed by carcass grade. The difference in retail yield between 
the Choice a nd Good grades was Significant at the 0.01 level for aU 
cuts except the round in the KC sample. Only the difference between 
grades in retail yield of the round was significant for the crB sample. 
The chuck, round, and loin were a signi ficantly smaller pr oportion of 
the side weight In the loweryieldingquartiles in both samples. AnalySiS 
by carcass weight quartiles revealed that the loin and round were sig-
nificantly smaller proportions of the side weight in the heavier 
quartiles in both samples. Only In the case of the round was the dif-
ference between grades In percentage of side weight Significant. 
Retall yield and dressing percentage were negatively associated. The 
product of retail yield percentage times dressing percentage Is equal 
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to the retail cuts as a proportion of Jive weight. The range of this 
proportion In terms of lot averages was from 42 percent to nearly 
49 percent. 
Implications 
Because retailer s typically purchase sides of beef or wholesale cuts 
and sell t r immed retail cuts, the implication of findln~s in this study 
are perhaps of fi rs t importance to the retaile r. In the typical retail 
operation, carcasses with low retail yield are worth less per pound 
than higher yielding carcasses, assuming quality as constant. If these 
value differences are recognized and identified, it is reasonable to 
expect price differentials to reflect the value differences. 
The magnitude of the value differences found in this study is suf-
fiCient to stimulate efforts to have the differ ence reflected in prices. 
Once these value differences become the obJect of negotia tion among 
retailers and packers the stage will be set fo r improved pricing 
effiCiency in the marketing system. To have the improved pricing 
effiCiency carrie<! on through the marketing system, it will be neces-
sary for cattle producers and marketing specialists to ident ify the 
value difference s in the live animal and have prices more nearly 
equated with retail value. 
Retailers' margins of profit will be affected directly by their ability 
to purchase carcasses which yield retail cuts at least in proportion 
to prices they pay. Cattle buyers a s well as beef salesmen will need 
to develop the skill of r ecognizing yield differences in beef carcasses. 
Cattle producers will need to develop the same skill or engage the 
serv ice of marketing speCialists who will develop the skills. 
If these value differences can be reflected, the impact will likely 
be felt by all segments of the meat industry, from retailer back to 
producers of purebred livestock. Since the value differences due to 
yield differences appear relatively large, they could overshadow many 
of the criteria presently used in value determination of live animals 
or carcasses. 
The fac t that variation in retail yield is largely a function of car-
cass fat has some economic implications which may seem remote 
from beef retailing. Fat deposition typica lly comes with relatively 
heavy feeding of grain in the later stages of the feeding process. With 
the marketing system accurately reflecting value diffe r ences and with 
increased knowledge of cost of gain there may be inducement for 
cattle feeders to market cattle at lighte r weight with less finish . One 
other result may be to r educe the relative importance of grain feeding 
while inc r easing roughage feeding. If this happens, it would obviously 
have an impact on feed grain prices and could ultimately affect the 
rela tive prices of land used for gra zing and land used to produce feed 
grain. 
An Analysis of Retail Yield 
of Beef Carcasses 
The Problem 
CHARLES 1. CJtAMER, WILUAM C. STRINGER 
H. D. NANMANN, AND V. JAMES RHODES 
INTRODUCTION 
Beef cattle are produced to satisfy consumer demand for beef. 
Quality and quantity are important variables influencing the extent to 
which consumer demand for beef is met. Quality is used here to mean 
the extent to which beef renders eating satisfaction to those consuming 
i t. Quantity refers to the amount of beef that is consumable. 
An efficient beef industry provides the maximum volume of product 
within the acceptable range of product quality from a given quantity 
of resources. Within the wide range of the beef and beef cattle 
population, there is a degree of substitution between quality and quan-
tity. However. the work of Rhodes, Naumannandothers at this station, 
as well as work at other stations, provides convincing evidence of the 
general Similarity in consumer acceptance of Good and Choice beef. 1/ 
Thus, a large proportion of the block beef supply has similar consumer 
acceptance. Rhodes further shows evidence of important differences in 
the yield of trimmed retail cuts per hundredweight of carcass among 
carcasses of Similar acceptance. These facts create the problem of 
maximizing the quantity of edible beef made available to consumers 
within presc r ibed quality bolUldaries. 
There are three distinct stages in the transformation of a live 
animal into edible meat. The first is the live animal to beef carcass 
stage, the next is beef carcass to retail cut, and, finally. from raw 
retail cuts to cooked cuts. An effiCient system of supplying beef 
necessitates a product which produces a high output to input at each of 
the three stages. 
Since Slaughter animals are usually purchased on a liveweight 
basis by packers and beef is sold by packers on a side or carcass 
basis , considerable attention has been focused on the ratio of beef 
carcass weight to liveweight. This ratio is, of course, the dreSSing 
1/ v. James Rhodes, ~Acceptsnce and Yiela of Choice snd Good Beef:" Research 
Results snd Implications. Journal of Farm Economics XLIIl, May, 1961. pp. 181-196. 
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percentage-- a variable which trained persons can estimate with a 
relatively high degr ee of accuracy for Hve animals. Because slaughter 
animals are typically sold on a lot basis, the ability to estimate 
dressing percentage fo r lots of cattle Is well developed in some per-
sons. So long as beef carcasses of the same weight and grade are 
assumed to have about the same value per hundredweight, accurate 
estimation of grade and dressing percentage of live animals provides 
the means for pricing accuracy at this level of the market. This Idea 
and practice has a long tradition to support It. 
However. if one is concerned with the quantity of retail cuts 
which may be derived from a beef carcass, the ratio of the weight 
of r etail cuts from a carcass to carcass weight becomes Important. 
This situation confronts meat retailers. RetailersaUempttomaximize 
the quantity of salable meat at retail from each carcaSs purchased. 
If differences exist in the proportion of retail cuts produced in beef 
carcasses, it behooves retailers to recognize these differences. Such 
differences give r ise to value differences which bear directly on the 
profitability of buying beef carcasses and selling retail cuts derived 
from the carcasses. 
Various r etail cuts seUfordlfferentprlcesperpound. The value of a 
beef carcass to a retailer Is affected by the relative proportion of the 
carcass which may be sold ashlghvalueand low value cuts, as well as 
by the propor tion oltotal carcass weight which Is salable as retail cuts. 
Once beef is processed into retail cuts, the ratio of cooked edible 
bee! to the purchase weight of the retail cut is Important to the house-
wife. Differences in the yield of cooked edible meat would be converted 
readily into value differences at the consumer level once these dif-
ferences ar e identified and measured. 
The organi zation of the beef marketing system from the slaughter 
animal to the consumer In ter ms of the Important points of product 
transformation has been sketched. At each of these points the purchaser 
of the product , acting rationally , should be concerned about the 
input-output ratio for his purposes. Since packers are Interested in 
maximizing the pounds of dressed carcass from each animal , they 
should be concerned about the dressing percentages of the live 
animals. Retailers, on the other hand, are concerned about prodUCing 
from each carcass that quantity and combination of retail cuts which 
has maximum value. The consumer Is Interested in obtaining the 
largest quantity of cooked edible meat from retail cuts , assuming con-
stant quality. 
If we aSsume that there are variations In the input-output ratios at 
one or more of these points of transformation among beef carcasses 
posseSSing the same degree of eating satisfaction , then there are dif-
ferences in value of the Input. In this sense the input may be the live 
animal , the beef carcass, or retail cuts of bee!. To have a beef market-
Ing system which is efficient in the pricing efficiency sense , it is 
necessary that these differences °in value be reflected accurately in 
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variations in price. The extent to which this is not true is the extent 
to which the pricing system Is falling to perform the best job of allo-
cating resources. On a practical level this means that even if the beef 
produced from one live animal has greater value than that produced 
from another , producers will have little inducement to change cattle 
production from low to high value animals, W'lless the high value 
animal is priced higher. The same oft-repeated story was used in 
discussing the "meat type hog problem. ~ 
It is necessary for value differences to be Identified and measured 
in the inputs at each stage to have differences in value reflected in 
difference in price. As observed earlier, the industry is impressed 
with the Importance of being able to estimate dressing percentage in 
live animals. On the other hand, while many retailers run cutting tests 
as a guide in their pricing and merchandi2:lng , there is only a little 
evidence of effort in the industry to have differences in retail cut 
value reflected in carcass prices. Perhaps an important difference in 
operational procedure is worth noting at this point. Packers typically 
buy on the basis of lot estimates but sell carcasses Individually. 
For price differences to be useful production guides, it is Important 
that the differentials be related to specific live animal and carcass 
characteristics. Certain physical characteristics of both live animals 
and beef carcasses must be associated with the value differentials. Only 
in this way can price and value be equated in the marketing system. 
Objectives 
Major objectives of the research on which this bulletin reports in 
part were: (1) To determine In the normal block beef population the 
extent of inter-animal variation in trimmed retail yield (both in 
physical and value terms) of the major cuts and of the total carcass; 
(2) to determine the relationship of variation in retail yield to breeding 
and feeding practice; (3) to develop and evaluate methods of predicting 
yield of trimmed retail beef cuts by subjective and objective measure-
ments of live animal and carcass characteristics. 
The results discussed in this paper relate primarily to the first 
objective. Variation in the yield of trimmed retail cuts is analyzed both 
in physical and in value terms wi th a view to developing the economiC 
implications. 
P ROCED URES 
The empirical Information developed In this paper was derived from 
two separate· samples of cattle. 
KC Sample 
The KC sample conSisted of 26 lots of cattle selected at a large 
terminal market. The cattle were selected to be representative of the 
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carcasses typically purchased by large-scale retailers. E~riment 
Station personnel selecLed the lots of cattle while they were held in 
commission fi rm sales pens. To be Included in the sample , it was 
necessary for the cattle to be slaughtered by a local cooperating 
packer. 
After the cattle were sold and driven to the packer holding pens, 
eight head were selected from each lot for evaluation. The basis for 
selecting the eight animals was as follows: two head were to be 
representative of those expected to yield a blgh proportion of retail 
cuts, fou r expected to produce average retail yield , anCl two expected 
to rank low in retail yield. The selections were usually made by a 
packer buyer, Experiment Station personnel, and personnel from the 
Market News, Livestock Division, AMS, USDA. Generally. two lots 
were selected per seek. 
The eight cattle constituting the sample lot were evaluated alive and 
estimates were made of the muscle area, fat 
thickness over twelfth r ib , percentage, and 
retail yield of the carcass. The were subsequently slaughtered 
and the carcasses were evaluated by making visual estimates of total 
retail yield, Longissimus dorsi area, and percent Ridney fat. Carca ss 
weight and fat thickness were known by those making the evaluation. 
Next the right sides of each of four carcasses were selected by 
representatives of the Experiment Station for purchase. The baSis 
of selection was to have one carcass represent the low r etail yielding 
carcasses, two represent the Intermedicate, and one, the high yielding 
carcasses. The carcasses were graded by personnel of the Meat 
Grading Branch , Livestock Division, A.l'.1. S. , U.S. D.A. 
The four sides from each lot were cut Into retail cuts at the Uni-
versIty Meat Technology Laboratories. The same personnel cut all the 
carcasses. The cutting method was one currently used by a .national 
food eba1n in the midwest. Retail values were calculated using average 
retail prices for a recent six- month period . 
• 
ClB Sample 
The CIB sampleconslstedof90 steers , 10 from each of nine different 
Sires which had been fed the same ration of approximately the same 
period of time. The cattle were evaluated on foot and In the carcass , as 
In the KC s ample. Experiment Station personnel and two packer cattle 
buyers evaluated all the steers on foot, and the Experiment Station 
personnel did the carcass evaluation. 
All 90 animals were slaughtered and cut Into retail cuts as described 
for the KC sample. Identlcallnformatlon was recorded for both samples 
and basic computations were made in the same manner to permit com-
parisons between samples. 
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CARCASS RESULTS BY RETAIL YIELD QUARTILE 
Fat :lnd Bone Trim 
This study was concerned with the transformation of beef carcasses 
into tr immed retail cuts. Variation in retail yield and in the value 
differences which arise from the yield differences were objects of 
analysis. Differences in value of carcasses reflect the real differences 
in the value of carcasses to retailer s, assuming standardized cutting 
and pricing of retail cuts. 
Differ ences in yield of retail cuts among carcasses were due princi-
pally to differences in the amount of fat which was trimmed from the 
cuts (Table 1). Variation in bone trim from high yielding to low 
yielding carcasses was much less than that of fat trim. Fat trim per 
hundredweight varied inversely with bone trim. 
TABLE 1 - CARCASS COMPONENTS PER (Wr . OF SlOE BY QUARTILES 
IN DESCENDI NG ORDER O F RETAIL YIELD. 
Quortile~ 
1 2 3 4 Averoge 
(Pounds/cwt.) 
KC Somple 
Fat Trim 14.2 18.6 20.5 25.2 19.6 
Bone Trim 10.3 9.5 9.5 '.7 9.5 
Retoil Cuts 75.2 71.6 69.8 65.7 70 . ' 
-99.7 99.7 99.8 99.' 99.7 
CIS Sample 
Fot Trim 19. 0 20.8 23.2 26.3 22.3 
Bone Trim 8.4 8.2 7. 8 7.7 8. 1 
Retoil Cuts 72.3 70.7 68.6 65,7 
..u. 
99.7 99.7 99.' 99.7 99.7 
Fat trim per hundredweight of side by quartiles based on retail yield 
varied from 14.2 to 25.2 pounds for the KC sample and 19.0 to 26.3 
pounds for CIB sample. Variation in bone trim by retail yield quartiles 
for the KC sample was from 10.3 to 8. 7 and for the CIB sample was 
8.4 to 7.7 . Fat trim is a larger propor tion of the carcass than bone 
trim and tends to vary more with retail yield than does bone tr im. 
Carcasses in the first quartile of KC, on the average, did yield 9.5 
pounds more retaU cuts per hundredweight of carcass than did those in 
the last quartile. The fat trim was 11 pounds greater in the last than the 
first quartile but the bone trim was 1.6 pounds less. For the CIB sample 
the first quartile averaged 6.6 pounds more retail cuts than the last. 
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Th1s resulted from an increase of 7.3 pounds In fat trim but 0. 7 pound 
decrease in bone trim. 
Butler 2/ reported in 1957 that fatness of carcass was the main 
determinant of the per<:entage yield of wholesale cuts and that the two 
variables were inversely related. 
While some variation in bone trim is recognized, for the remainder 
of this discussion the variation in bone trim wUl be ignored to a con-
siderable extent. Since variation in retail yield has been shown to be 
largely due to variation in fat trim, the analysis will emphasize 
factors associated with variation in this trait. The proportion of fat 
trim Is important as it relates to the physical yield of retail cuts and 
as it relates to value differences among caroasses. Coefficients of 
correlation between fat trim of side per hundredweight and percent 
retail yield of side were-. 98 for both CIB and KC. Murphy, Hallett, 
Tyler and Pierce reported an r value of +.98 between percent total 
fat trim and yield of bone-in retail cuts in an analysis of 162 sides. 3/ 
They also indicated that the percent of hone in the carcass was not 
nearly as highly correlated with yield of cuts as was the percent of 
fat trim. 
Sckcted Chancteristics 
Some important differences existed in the KC and CIB samples 
(Table 2). For each variable included in the Table the variation was 
greater in the KC sample than in the CIB sample. This is indicated by 
the larger standard deviations shown for the KC sample. 
On the average the KC sample had slightly higher retail yield, 
heavier live weight and carcass weight, with lower dressing percentage, 
greater maturity score and a lower score on conformation than the 
C IB sample . .!/ 
Comparison of live weight, hot weight, and dressing percentage 
in the quartile breakdown in Table 2 reveals that the means of the 
variables just mentioned diffe r little and in no systematic malUler in 
the CIB sample. The nature of the association between retail yield 
and live and carcass weight, and dressing percentage is apparent fo r 
the KC sample. This evidence suggests that if the slaughter steer and 
2/ o. D. Butler, "Type and Quality In Live Animal and In the Carcass,' Paper at 
National Beef Indust ry Conference, Purdue, 1959. 
3/ C. E. Murphy, D. K. Hallett, W. E. Tyler, and J. C. Pleroe, "Estimating YieldS 
of Retail Cuts fI"(lm Beef Carcasses,' Paper at American Society of Animal 
Production, 1960. 
! / In later d iscussion a nega tive association be tween percent retaH yield and llve 
weight will be developed. This will appear to be a contradiction of the Observation 
made here that the KC sample With heavier live weight and dressed weight had a 
higher percent retail yield of side. The apparent contradletloll might be explained 
In that the CIB samples were all ofthe same breed, of approximately the same age, 
and with considerably less variation within the sampiecompared to the KC sample. 
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TABLE 2 - SELECTED CARCASS CHARACTERISTICS BY QUARTILES 
IN DESCE NDING ORDER OF RETAIL YIELD 
~--~- Quortiles 
2 3 • Avg. 
% Reteil Yield KC 75.2 71.6 69.8 65.7 70.6 
of side CIB 72. 3 70.7 68.6 65.7 69 .3 
Live Weight KC 984.0 1052.9 1063.5 11 44. 4 1061.2 
(lb •• ) CIB 1029.3 1012.2 1035.0 1029.1 1026 .3 
Hot COlcon KC 617.8 667.2 6 70.9 743.3 674.9 
Weight (lb •• ) CIB 657.6 645.0 665.6 661.8 657. 4 
Dressing KC 62.5 63.3 62.9 65.0 63.4 
Percentage CIB 64.2 63 .6 64.4 64.2 64.1 
Maturi ty!! KC 3.' 3.8 3.' 3.6 3.6 
CIB 3.0 2.8 2.6 2.8 2.8 
Conformotion¥ KC 5.0 4. 0 4.0 3.2 4.0 
CIB 3. 2 3.0 2.4 2.4 2.8 
COlcon KC 5.9 5. I 4.7 4.2 5.0 
Glade CIB 4.8 4.3 3.6 4.3 4.2 
!I Maturity Code Y Conformation and Grode Code 
I. A- I . Prime or Prime + 
2. A 2. Prime - , 
3. M 3. Choice + 
4. 8- 4. Choice 
5. , 5. Choice -
6. 8. 6. Good + 
7. C- 7. Good 
8. C 8. Good -
9. C. 
10. o-
Il. 0 
12 . ,. 
11 
Stondord 
Deviation 
3.7 
2.6 
127.9 
85 .1 
93.9 
57.6 
2.2 
I . 7 
.7 
.6 
1.6 
1.1 
1.6 
1.4 
heifer population i~ defined to include several breeds, and a relatively 
wide range of weight, finish, and conformation, then variation in re-
tail yield may be associated with these variables. However , when the 
variation is minimized by experimental design a relatively large 
proportion of the variation in retail yield is not explained by variation 
in the independent variables. For these reasons correlation coef-
ficients computed from the CIB sample tend to be lower than those 
for the KC sample. 
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RETAIL YIELD OF WHOLESALE CUTS 
It has been pointed out in an earlier section that the retail value of 
a beef carcass may be affected by the retail-wholesale yield and/or by 
the relative proportion of high value cuts. A number of r esearcher s 
have reported on this subject with generally Similar results. Branaman, 
et. a1. reported on results of an analysis of 25 beef-type cattle and a 
group of 25 Holstein cattle fed on three separate trials which were 
handled and slaughtered under similar conditions. 
Results show that the beef-type cattle had a higher carcass 
yield and graded higher. Although there wer e a few statistically 
significant differences between the beef and dairy type steer in 
cut-out percent, there were no appreciable differences in percent 
of high priced wholesale cuts or total trimmed retail steaks. 
Fur thermore, the difference in percent separable lean in the car-
cass between breed types of negligible. Thus, there was little ad-
vantage for beef-type from the standpoint of carcass cut out. §/ 
Other investigations have been carried out to study the association 01 
the yield of wholesale cuts with ca rcass weight and grade. One study 
found large and consistent differences among carcasses of the same 
grade and weight class for yields of wholesale cuts . 6/ In this study 
weight had greater influence oncarcass measurements while grade had 
greater influence on yields of the cuts. In general, Choice carcasses 
had more lOin and rib and less round and chuck than Standard c ar -
casses. Ther e was evidence that the difference in yield of loin , at 
least, was due to the extra untrimmed fat on the Choice carcasses 
beCause both lOin eye area and length of lOin were less for Choice 
than for Standard carcasses. This suggests that the slightly greater 
yield of loin and rib were caused by the greater finish of Choice 
carcasses , rather than by marked difference in conformation. The 
author observed the conclusion was similar to that of Pierce 7/ and 
Butler 8/. -
Hedrick 9/, et. al., in a study of 210 beef cattle, reported that in-
c r eases in percent kidney knob, fat thickness at the twelfth rib, mar-
5/ G. A. Branaman.A. M. Pearson, W. T. Mague. Ruth 111. Griswold and G. A, Brown, 
"'Comparlson of the Cutability and Eatabillty of Beef-and Dairy Type Cattle.' 
J. An. SCi., 21: 321-326. 
6lDanel E. Goll, E. A. Kline and 1.. N. Hazel. ~Innuence of BeefCar<:ass Grade 
and Weight on Yield of Wholesa le Cuts and Car<:ass 1IIeasurements,' J . An. SCi. 
20: 260-263-1I1ay 1961. 
7/ Pler<:e, J. C, "The Influence of Conformation, FiniSh, and Car<:ass Weight On The 
Percentage Yield of Wholesale and Retail CutS of Beef.' Proc. Tenth Annual 
Reciprocal Meat Confe rence National Live StOCk and Meat Board: 119. 
8/ Butler, op,cit. , 229. 
9 / Hedrick, H. B., W. E, Meyer, M. A. Alexander, J. F. Lasley, J. E. Comfort. 
A. J. Dyer, and H. D. Naumann, "Indices of Meatiness in Beef", Missouri Agr. 
Expt. su. ,Res. Bull. 820, 1963, (this publication con ta ins a lengthy bibliography on 
methods of evaluating carcass composit ion). 
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bUng score, and carcass weight and separable fat components were 
associated with decreases in yield of the trimmed five primal cuts. 
However , the yield of trimmed fat increased In almost direct proportion 
to the decrease in yield of trimmed primal cutS. 
Sutler reported that the carcass of a cutter grade Guernsey steer 
showed about average cutting figures. Four high prime steer carcasses 
showed about 5 percent lower yield of the three preferred cuts than 
high good to low choice steers. Rather fat carcasses tended to cut-out 
at a distinct disadvantage, and a poorly shaped carcass with almost no 
fat showed average cut-out. The researcher Indicated that the smallness 
of the difference in beef carcass cut- out had been amazing to him. It 
Is to be noted that the studies cited were primarily concerned with 
measuring the yield of wholesa le cuts. 
There remains the question of the extent to which the retaH cuts 
from each wholesale cut may vary as a proportion of the total retail 
cuts from a side of beef. A measureoHhe y ield of retail cuts from the 
wholesale cuts becomes Important in computing carcass values at the 
retaU level. 
FOtcq ullnet CUtS 
Considerable variation was noted among the wholesale cuts of the 
forequarter in terms of retail- wholesale yield (Table 3). Of the fore-
quarter, the brisket had the lowe;;t retail-wholesale yield, 52.6 per-
cent for the KC and 51 .8 percent for the CIS sample. The cut which 
produced the highest retail-wholesale yield was the rib with a yield 
of 84.9 percent for the KC sample and 83:9 for the CIS cattle. The 
chuck yields were close to 79.5 percent In both samples. The CIS 
yield was slightly higher for both the plate and shank with yields of 
about 65.7 and 57.6 percent, respectively. 
Hindqullner 
The sirloin tip with a retail-wholesale y ield of 8-7.6 percent for the 
KC and 85.4 percent for the CIB sample was the highest yielding 
wholesale cut of the hindquarter (Table 3). The round had the second 
highest yield of about 71 percent for both samples. In the case of the 
loin, the KC sample had an average yield of 69.4 percent and the CIS 
sample nearly 65.6 percent. The flank, having the lowest retall-
wholesale yield , averaged 40 per cent of the wholesale weight in retail 
cuts for the KC sample and 35.6 percent for the CIE sample. 
Ret;l.il Y ield of W holenle CUtS by Ret'-i l Yield Qu'-niles 
The difference in the average retaU yield of wholesale cuts among 
retail yield quartiles was significant at the 0.01 level fcr all cuts 
except the shank in the KC sample and all but the tip in the CIS sample. 
(Table 3). 
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TABLE 3 - RETAi l YIELD AS PERCENTAGE OF WHOLESALE WEIGHT BY 
QUARmES IN DESCENDING ORDER OF RETAIL YI ELD. 
Foreq~of ter 
Plote KC 71.0 
CIB 73.2 
Bri,ket KC 56.3 
CIB 56.' 
Shank KC 56.0 
CIB 58.7 
Rib KC 88,9 
CJO 86.' 
Chvd KC 82.6 
CJO 81. 6 
Hindquorter 
Flank KC 47.3 
CJO 38.6 
Tip KC 90. 4 
CIB 86 .0 
Round KC 73.' 
CIB n .• 
loin KC 76.2 
CIB 68.' 
• Signifjc:ont a t . 05 leve! 
.. Signif icant at .01 level 
Qllartiles Overa ll 
2 3 • Average 
65.0 63.5 57.3 64 .2 
67.2 64 .2 58. 1 65.7 
54.3 51.9 47.7 52.6 
52.7 51.2 .... 51.8 
56. , 55.' 55,7 55.8 
56.' 59.2 55.6 57.6 
85. ' B4.4 "'.7 .... 
85.' 82.9 "'.< 83 .• 
"'.< 79.0 75.8 79. 5 81.2 78.' n.o 79.' 
"' .. 38.2 34. I 40.0 37.2 35. 1 31.8 35.6 
89.1 86.2 84.8 87.6 
86. ' 85.0 84. 3 85.' 
71.9 71. 0 68. 1 71. 2 
71.8 >!T •• 69.4 71.2 
70.3 67.9 63.2 69.4 
67.1 64 .• 61.6 .s .• 
KC' CII~ • 
F • 
Ra t io 
046.34'" 
19.34"* 
15. 73** 
15.32'" 
.07 
6.01"· 
36.73*-
27. IS"· 
UJ.72"" 
17.79"" 
45.67'"" 
15.57"" 
11.75** 
1.53** 
29. 12--
12.4** 
73.41** 
24.09"''' 
The Sirloin tip had the highest retail yield, 87.6 percent for the KC 
and 85.4 percent for the ClB sample, followed by the rib with 84.9 and 
83.9 percent. respectively, for the two samples. Of all cuts, the flank 
had the lowest retail yield, 40.0 and 35. 6 peroent. respectively , for the 
two samples. 
In general, the F ratios for the KC sample were larger than for the 
CIB sample. The two cuts in the KC sample with the largest F ratio 
were the loin and chuok and for the CIB s ample they were the rib and 
the loin. The la r ge F ratios for the loin and rib are especially Im-
portant In an economic sense since these are the relatively h igh value 
cuts. 
While the conclusions to be drawn from Table 3 are not Wlusual , the 
data. presented do support the concept of a carcass having tr immable 
fat distributed over most all of the cuts. It is a fact that some cuts 
have a higher yield of retail cuts than others but in general all the 
cuts from a ca rcass with low retail yield tend to have a lower 
retail- wholesale yield than from caroasses with higher yield. Because 
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of this characte r istic the Importance of retail yield considerations in 
determining the retail value of wholesale cuts Is not to be minimized. 
The variation in F ratios by cuts and samples suggests that important 
differences in the relative variation among cuts and samples do exist. 
For example, the relatively high F ratios for the lOin and chuck in 
the KC sample suggest that in that sample the greatest relative 
variation among car casses in different yield quartiles was in the 
chuck and loin. As previously pointed out, these are important var ia-
tions because of the r elatively high value Involved. 
By Carcass Weighc Quartiles 
The average retail yields by carcass weight quartiles differed 
significantly <at 0.01 level) for all wholesale cuts except the shank and 
the tip in the KC sample (Table 4) . However , in the eIB sample none 
of the differences were significant at the 0.01 level and only the rib, 
TABLE 4 - RETAIL YIELD AS PERCENTAGE OF WHOLESALE WEIGHT BY QUARTILES 
IN ASCENDING ORDER OF CARCASS WEIGHT. 
Quart iles Overall , . 
Forequarte r , , j 4 Average Ratio 
Plate KC 68.7 66.7 62. I 59. 4 64.2 16.38"* 
CIS 66.7 67.7 64.4 66.' 6S . 7 1. 12 
Brisket KC 54.6 53.2 53.0 49.5 52.6 4.11'" 
CIS 51.9 SO., 52.4 52.2 51.8 .00 
Shcmk KC 55.0 56.0 55.2 57.2 55.' 1.74 
CIS 57.5 58.5 58.0 56.2 57.6 1.76 
Rib KC 86.3 85.4 85.0 82.7 84 .9 4.02*~ 
CIS 85.6 82.6 83.5 84.0 83 .9 3.32** 
ehuek KC 80 .• 80.2 79.' n.2 79.5 8.28u 
CIS 80.0 78.4 79.2 81.0 79.' 3.10u 
Hindquorter 
Flank KC 42.0 42.0 39.8 36 . 2 40 .0 5. 44--
CIS 36.0 35.2 33.9 37.6 35.6 3.0S· 
Tip KC 88.2 87.6 88.2 86.4 87.6 .• 5 
CIS 85.6 84.4 84 .5 87.3 85.4 3.11· 
Round KC 71.9 72.3 10.' 69.8 71.2 4.44** 
CIS 71. I 71.2 10 .• 71.7 71.2 .52 
Loin KC n .• 69.8 69.4 65.8 69.4 7.56** 
CIS 66.0 66. 1 65. 3 65.2 65.' .31 
" 
Ke- 3d.f. efB 3 d.f . 
- 100 d.t. - 8& d.f. 
• Signifieonl 01 .05 level 
"* SiliJnifieont al .01 level 
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Chuck , fl ank . and tip had differences sign ificant at the 0.05 level. By 
far the largest F ratio was observed for the plate in the KC sample. 
Howeve r , the relatively l arge F ratios of the chuck and loin have im-
portant economic implications because they constitute an Important 
part of the total value of the carcass. A part of the variation obse rved 
among weight quartiies Is also a reflection of the effect of carcass 
retail yield which is associated with carcass weight. For every cut 
the retail yield is lower for the heaviest quartile than for the lightest 
or fi r st quartile. 
By Cucass Grade 
An interesting contrast between the two samples is provided In 
T able 5, The diffe r ence In retail y ield between the two grades was 
Significant a t the 0. 01 level for all cuts except the r ound in the KC 
sample. Only the difference between grades for the round was signi-
ficant for the CIB sample. 
TABLE 5 - RETAIL YI ELD AS PERCENTAGE OF WHOLESALE WEIGHT 
BY GOOD AND CHOIC,"E~G=RA~D~E=S _______ _ 
Forequarter 
Plote 
Briu.;e' 
Shank 
Rib 
Ch..,ek 
Hindquarter 
Flank 
Tip 
Loin 
" . 
KC 
C18 
KC 
CIB 
KC 
C18 
KC 
CIB 
KC 
CIB 
KC 
CIB 
KC 
CIB 
KC 
CIB 
KC 
CIB 
* Signifieont at .05 level 
** Signif ic;on t 01 .01 level 
Choice 
63.0 
".2 
51. 4 
52.3 
56.0 
57.8 
83.' 83.' 
78 •• 
79.5 
38.6 
35.4 
86.7 
85.3 
10 .• 
71. 0 
68.0 
65.5 
KC 1 d. f. 
"' 95d.f. 
Overall , . 
Good Average Ratio 
".7 65 .5 8 .23"* 65.' ".1 .01 
54.5 52.7 7. 17"* 
51.7 52.2 .09 
55.1 55.6 1. 08 
56.3 57.5 2.13 
86.6 85.0 11.42** 
84.6 83.9 .76 
"' .. 79.7 9.57"* 
",.1 79.6 .42 
42 .8 ".3 11.78** 36 .' 35.7 1.1 3 
89.0 87.7 6.79"· 
86.' 85.5 2.09 
71.4 71. 1 .79 
72.7 71. 3 9.22*· 
72.6 69.9 20.20 0 • 
.... 65.7 1.., 
CIB'" I d.f. 
8Od . f. 
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Data in Table 5 should serve to caution against any generalization 
of the association of grade and the retail yield of wholesale cuts. As 
a practical matter they point to the necessity for knowing carcass 
characteristics, other than if they are Good or Choice grade , to make 
any estimates of retail yield of wholesale cuts for the CIB sample. On 
the other hand, for the KC sample, with the exception of the one cut, 
the retail yield was significantly higher for the Good grade than for 
the Choice grade. 
RETAIL YIELD OF W HOLESALE CUTS AS A 
PERCENTAGE O F CHILLED SIDE W EIG HT 
As previously pointed out, one possible source of variation in value 
among carcasses is fo r carcasses to have different relative pro-
portions in particular cuts. Obv iously, if some carcasses have a 
higher proportion of loin and less chuck,wltheverything else assumed 
equal, the carcass with the larger proportion in the loin is of greater 
value. In the following sections, yield of trimmed retail cuts from each 
wholesale cut will be expressed as percent of chilled side weight and 
compared by retai l yield quartlies, carcass weight, and carcass grade. 
By Retail Yield Qu~rtiles , 
The chuck, round, and lOin were a Significantly smaller (0.01 level) 
proportion of the side weight in the low yielding quartUes than In the 
high yielding ones for both samples (Table 6). Table 6 reveals that 
differences in the percentages of chilled side weight among yield 
quartUes were also Significant for additional cuts. However, the 
variation in the chuck, round, and loin dominate the results ·presented in 
the table. The magnitude of the var iation in these important cuts has 
significant economiC implications for retailers. If the cents per pound 
mark up at retail varies with cuts, retailers' profit margins may be 
affected substantially through the interaCting effect of variable mark-
ups and varying proportion of the carcass in certain cuts. 
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TABtE 6 - RETAil YIELD OF WHOlESALE CUTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF CHILLED 
SIDE WEIGHT BY QUARTILES IN DESCENDING ORDER OF RETAIL YIE LD 
Q"or til e Overall , . 
Forequarter , J 4 Average Ratio 
Plole 'C 5. 4 5. 4 5.4 5.2 5 .4 2. 19 
CIB 6.7 6. 2 6 . I 5. 8 6.2 5 . 37"· 
Briske t 'C 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 .11 CiS 2.6 2.4 2.4 2.2 2.4 4.33"'· 
Shonk 'C 2.0 1.9 1.9 1.8 1.9 3.62* 
CiS 1.9 1.8 1.9 1.7 1.8 4.1 3** 
Rih 'C 7.6 7.6 7. 3 7.0 7.4 9.79** 
CiS 7.8 7.8 7.5 7.4 7.6 3. 17"' 
Chuck KC 22 . 7 21.4 21. 1 19 .5 21.2 58.07"· 
CiS 21.7 21.7 20.6 19.7 21.0 29.85** 
To",1 'C «I. I 38.7 37.9 35.9 38.2 82.74*" 
Forequarter CiS «1.7 39.8 38 .6 36.8 39.0 55 .89** 
Hindquar ter 
Flonk 'C 2.9 2.7 2.8 2.6 2.7 2.40 
CiS 2.8 2.9 2.7 2.6 2.8 2.62 
Tip 'C 2.9 2.8 2.6 2.6 2.7 7.71"· 
CiS 2.5 2.5 2.6 2.5 2.6 1.02 
Round 'e 15.9 14.7 14.2 13.0 14. 5 71.29*" 
eiS 14 .0 13 .6 13. 1 12.4 13.3 31 . 13u 
Loin ,e 13.4 12.7 12.2 11.5 12.4 50,72** 
CIB 12 . 3 11.8 11.6 11. 4 11.8 8.95*'" 
Total ,e 35.0 32. 9 31.8 29.8 32.4 138.08*'* 
Hindquarter CiS 31.6 30.8 30 .0 2S . 9 30.' J7. 93** 
To tal ,e 75.2 71.6 69 .S 65.7 70.6 184 .84** 
Side CiS 72.3 70.6 68.6 65.7 69.3 241.37"-
. ,' KC 3 d . f . 
"'lOOd.f. 
CIS= 3d.f. 
86 d . f. 
• Significant 01 .05 level 
... Significonl ot . 01 level 
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By urcus Weight 
The loin and round were significantly smaller proportions of the side 
weight In the heavier quartlles In both theKC and CIB samples (Table 7). 
TABLE 7 ~ RETAIL YIELD OF WHOLESALE CUTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF CHILLED 
SIDE WEIGHT BY QUARTILES IN ASCENDING ORDER OF CARCASS WEIGHT 
Overett , , 
Forequarter I 2 3 • Averase Ralia 
Plate KC S.3 S. ' S. ' S.' S. ' .02 
Cl8 S.7 6.3 6.2 6.S 6.2 4.14"* 
Brisket KC 2.3 2. 3 2 . • 2.3 2.3 . 17 
Cl8 2.' 2.S 2.S 2.3 2 .• 1. 71 
Shank KC 2.0 2.0 1.9 1.9 1.9 .91 
Cl8 1.9 I.' I.' 1.6 I.. 4.22** 
R~ KC 7.6 7.' 7.' 7.0 7 .• 8.32"* 
Cl8 7.' 7.7 7.S 7.S 7.6 1.75 
o.uck KC 21.B 21.5 21.2 
"'. 3 21.2 5.82"* Cl8 21. 1 
"'. S "' .. 21.4 21.0 2.55 
Tolal KC 39. 1 38.5 38 . 1 36.9 38.2 7.69"' * 
Forequarter ClB 38.8 38. 9 38 .8 39 . 4 39,0 . 49 
Hindquorter 
Flonk KC 2.' 2.' 2.7 2.7 2.7 .07 
Cl8 2.' 2.7 2.7 2.9 2.' 1.16 
Tip KC 2.9 2.' 2.' 2.6 2.7 4.88** 
Cl8 2.6 2.S 2.S 2.7 2.6 1.68 
Round KC 14,9 14.9 14. 3 13.6 14,5 7,74"* 
Cl8 13 . 2 13. 2 13.0 13.7 13, 3 3,<14* 
Loin KC 13,0 12.6 12.3 11.8 12,4 10.91** 
Cl8 12,3 11. 7 11.7 11.5 11 ,6 7.31** 
Totol KC 33.S 33,1 32 , 2 30 .' 32,4 11. .(6** 
Hindqo.oorter Cl8 30.9 30. I 29.' 30.7 30.' J.OS"'. 
TOlal KC n.6 71.6 70 . ' 67,6 70.6 10.96** 
Side Cl8 69.6 69.0 68.7 70.0 69.3 1.25 
" KC- CIS · 
• Si"nificont at .05 lev.l 
** Si"nificanl at .01 level 
In addition, differences in the r ib, chuck , and tip among weight quartiles 
were significant for the KC sample. In the C IB sample, differences in 
the p late and shank were Significant. 
An interesting observation is the contrast In the percentages of the 
sides In the round in each quartile for the two samples. The rOWld 
made up 1.3 percent less of the side in the heaviest quartile than in 
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the lightest fortheKC samplebutO.5percent more for the em s ample. 
The CIS sample generally showed less variation in most charac-
teristics than the KG sample. This s upports reasons to believe that the 
results fro m the em sample show more clearly the effect of Increasing 
slaughter weight, with other things held constant. 
To have cattle slaughtered at optimum weight would necessitate 
knowing the change in weight of trimmed retail cuts with each unit 
change In live weight , the price of each retail cut, and the cost of 
Increasing weight by one Wllt. Thus, optimum slaughter weight would 
be different with changes In prices of retail cuts and changes In costs 
of producing gains In weight. It would also differ among cattle with 
different growth characteristics. 
The data presented here do not provide answers to the questions 
raised , but they do Indicate some differences among cattle of different 
weights. Because of the Important economic Implications, additional 
research appears deSi rable to determine the marginal growth of retail 
cuts with marginal carcass growth. 
By Carc-ass Gnde 
Only in the case of the round was the difference in the percentage of 
side weight between grades slgnificant{.O l) for both samples (Table 8). 
For both samples the retail yield of the r ound was a larger proportion 
of the side for the Good gracle carcasses than for the Choice ones , by 
0.8 percent for KC and 0.6percentforCIB sample. Note the difference 
between means of the two samples Is much larger than the difference 
between grades Within samples~ 
The differences between grades in the rib , chuck , tip, and loin also 
were significant for the KC sample. In each case the percentage was 
larger for the Good grade than for the Choice. However, Inconsistent 
results from the two samples prevent generalization on the assoclafion 
of carcass grade and the percentages of a side comprised by the varlolls 
cuts. 
• 
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TABLE a - RETAil YIELD AS PERCENTAGE OF CHILLED SIDE 
WEIGHT, GOOD AND CHOICE GRADES 
Ove rall F • 
Farequarter Choice Good Averoge ROlio 
Plote KC 5 .• 5.3 5.3 .26 
CI6 6.3 6.0 6.2 1.28 
Briske t KC 2.3 2.' 2.3 2.03 
CI6 2. ' 2.5 2.' .35 
Shank KC I .9 2.0 1.9 2.76 
CI6 1.8 1.7 1.8 1.02 
Rib KC 7.3 7.5 7.4 3.42* 
CI6 7.6 7.6 7.6 .18 
Chuck KC 20.9 21. 9 21.3 11.64" 
CI6 20.9 21.2 21.0 .86 
Totol KC 37.7 39 .0 38.3 13.16·· 
Forequarter CI6 39.0 39 . 1 39.0 .03 
Hindquarter 
Flank KC 2.8 2.7 2.7 .07 
CI6 2.7 2.8 2.7 .35 
Tip KC 2.7 2.9 2. 8 7.14** 
CIO 2.6 2.6 2.6 .02 
Roo,d KC 14.2 15.0 14.5 12.38*-
CIO 13.2 13 . 8 13.3 6.79*· 
Loin KC 12.3 12 .8 12.5 8.03'· 
CI6 11. 7 11.9 11.8 .50 
Total KC 31.9 33.4 32. 5 12.33'" 
Hindquorter CI6 30.2 31.0 30.' 4.28*"' 
Tolal KC 69.7 72.4 
"' . 8 15.07*· Side CI6 69.2 
"'. I 69.4 1.34 
'F KC _ 1d. f • 
-9Sd. f . CIB _ 1 d.f. -so d.1. 
• Significant at .05 level 
•• SigniHcant ot .01 level 
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CARCASS VALUES 
Renii Value per Cwt. of Side 
Retail value was computed by multiplying the weight of each trimmed 
retail cut by the relevant price (see Appendix Table I), The prices 
used were the averge of prices used by a national chain division for a 
period of s ix months during 1961. 
Variation in retail value per hundredweight of sIde may be related to 
variation in retail yield or to variation in the relative proportion of high 
and low value cuts from the carcass. In both samples the retail value 
of the side per hundredweight was closely related to the percent retail 
yield of side , as would be expected; r ,95 for KC and .92 for cm. The 
close relationship between retail yield and fat trim per hundredweight 
has been developed in an earlier section. It follows that retail value 
per hundredweight and fat trim per hundredweight can be expected to be 
closely associated. The r values for retail value per hundredweight 
versus fat trim per hundredweight were -.92 for the KC sample and 
-.89 for the CIB sample. The regreSSion statistics for retail value 
of side per cwt. '= f (fat trim per cwt.) 
KC sample 1 .... = 66.83 -. 57 (fat trim per cwt.) 
CIB sample Y = 68.63 -.64 (fat trim per cwt.) 
These estimates indicate that, on the average, for each one pound 
increase in fat trim per hundredweight of side the retail value 
decreased 57 cents per hundredweight for the KC sample and 64 cents 
for the ern sample. The fact that theCIB sample had less variation in 
most carcass traits accounts for the smaller coefficient of correlation. 
Retail Value of Forequaner and Hindquarter 
The hindquarter accounted for a slightly smaller proportion of" the 
side value in the lowest yielding quartile than it did in the highest 
yielding quartile in the KC sample, 57.2 percent for the first quartile 
and 56.0 for the fourth, with an average of 56.4 percent (Table 9). 
TA~LE 9 _ VALUE OF FOREQUARTER AND HINDQUARTER AS A PERCENTAGE OF 
SIDE VALUE BY QUARTllES IN DESCENDING ORDER OF RETAIL YIELD 
Quartile. , J , Avg. 
(Percentage) 
Forequarter KC 42.8 43.5 44.0 44.0 43.6 
CIB 46.0 <5.8 45.7 45.5 4S.7 
Hindquarter KC 57.2 56.5 56.0 56.0 56.4 
CIB 54.0 54. 2 54.3 54.5 54.3 
Side 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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There was less vari4t1on among quartiles in the CIB sample, but 
the relationship between retail yield and values of hind and forequarters 
as proportions of side value appeared to be in the opposite direction 
from that inKe sample. The hindquarter made up 54 per cent of the side 
value In the first quartile and 54. 5 percent in the fourth. 
The value of the hindquarter was a larger proportion of the side 
value in the KC sample than it was in the CIB sample in all quartiles. 
The difference between the nvo samples was greatest In the highest 
yielding quartiles with about 57 percent of the side value being in the 
hindquarter for the KC sample and only 54 percent , in the CIB sample. 
In the KC sample the hindquarter averaged about 2 percent more of the 
side value than was true for the CIB sample. The explanation Is likely 
related to conformation. Variation in the pr oportions of total value of 
sides attributed to fore and hind quarters Is suffloiently large to be of 
economic importance. It has special Significance in pricing fore and 
hind quarter as well as the retail cuts from them. 
V~lue per Cwe. of M~jor ~nd Mino r Cuts 
When the retail value of the side is looked at in terms of major and 
minor cuts by retail yield quartUes, no consistent pattern emerges. 
For the KC sample there was a slight tendency for the value of the 
major cuts to make up a smaller percentage of the carcass value as 
the retail yield decreased. (Table 10). For Ihehighest yielding quartile 
of the KC sample the major cuts made up 86.3 percent of the carcass 
value, compared with 85.2 percent for the lowest yielding quartile. 
- .. 
TABLE 10 - RETA il VALUE OF MAJOR AND MINOR CUTS PER CWI. OF SIDE BY 
OUARTtLES IN DESCENDING ORDER OF RETAIL YIELD 
Major C",ts· Minor C",tsU Sioe K~ i:::1~ K~ CIB KC CIB 
Q",artile 1 
Va lue (S) 50.88 47.54 8.06 8.92 58.94 56.46 
% of Side 86.3 84.2 13 .7 15.8 100.0 100.0 
Q"ortile 2 
Vol"e (S) 48.51 47.13 7.92 8.45 56,43 5:;.58 
% of Side 86,0 84.8 14.0 15 .2 100.0 100.0 
Quartile 3 
Va lue ($) 47.04 45.75 7.87 8.38 54.91 54.13 
% of Side 85.7 84.5 14.3 15.5 100.0 100.0 
Quartile 4 
Val"e (S) 44.42 43.75 7, '" 7," 52.12 51.55 % of Side 85.2 84.9 14 .8 15. 1 100.0 100.0 
Average 47.71 46.05 7.88 8.39 55.59 54.44 
% of Side 85.8 84.6 14. 2 15.4 100.0 100.0 
• 
•• Maiar c"t. are rib, ch"ck, tip, round, and la;n. 
Minar cut. are plate, brisket, shank, ond flank. 
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In the em sample, the association between retail yield and 
the proportion of the carcass value contributed by the major cuts 
appeared to be the opposite that of the KC sample. The value of the 
major cuts was a smaller proportion of carcass value in the high 
yielding quartiles than it was in the lower ones, 84.2 percent in the 
first quartile and 84.9 percent in the lowest quartile. 
While the variation among quartiles was not large, the difference 
between the two samples was striking. The explanation may lie in the 
difference in conformation of the animals from the two samples. In an 
earlier section it was noted that the CtB sample, on the average, graded 
much higher on conformation than the KC sample. It may be that many 
carcasses that grade high on conformation actually have a heavier fat 
cover on the major cuts and, as a result of trimming, these cuts make 
up a smaller proportion of the carcass value than Is true for carcasses 
with lower conformation grades. 
Value on FoOt per Cv.-c. 
Value on foot per hundredweight Is the value of the retail cuts from 
each of the sides divided by half of the animal live weight. The most 
important variable in the transformation from retail value to value 
on foot is dressing percentage. Othervarlableswhichmay be important 
are the cooler shrink, and whether the carcass was divided into two 
sides of equal weight. Cooler shrink, while not reported here, probably 
varied more In the KC sample because carcasses came from four 
different packing plants while all cattle in theCIB sample were proces-
sed in the same plant. Value on foot per hundredweight should not be 
interpreted to be the pricewhichapackercould pay for the live animal 
because It does not take into aCCOunt any non-livestock costs incurred 
in converting a l!ve animal into retail cuts at the retail store. Regres-
sion analysis developed the following statistics: 
Volue on foot per cwt. = f (% retail yield of side, dressing percentoge) 
• 
KC Y = -24.5162 + .4617 (% retail yield of side) + 
.4130 (Dreuing percentage) 
% retei! yield of side 
Dressing percentage 
R'" .87 
Beta 
.90n 
.6246 
Partial r 
."36 
.7624 
CIS Y B 31.4891 + . <1679 (% retail yield of side) + .51 (dressing percentage) 
% retail yield of side 
Dressing percentage 
R'" . 89 
Be ta 
.7600 
.5476 
** Indicates t significant at .01 level. 
Portiol r 
.8638 
."''' 
t va lue 
P . 21 *'" 
11.84** 
t value 
15.99" * 
11.40** 
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Volu@ on foot per <::w t. '" f (dr@s.sing%, % retoil yield of side , grode) 
• KC Y '" - 34.0332 + .5495 (dressing %) + .4889 (% retail yie ld) 
-.2721 (grode) 
Bela Porliol r I value 
% re tail yie ld of side 1.0746 .9611 34. 78" * 
Dressing p@rc@ntoge .7153 .9273 24.77"* 
Grod@ -. 2617 .6729 -9.10" 
R = .96 
CIS Y - 31.8590 + . 5137 (dr@ssingperc:entogo) + .4918 (% re tail yield of sid@) 
-. 313S (grade) 
% retail yield of side 
Dressing percentage 
Grode 
R = .93 
Seta 
.8072 
. 5483 
-.2754 
·*lndlcates t Significant at .01 level 
Par t ial r 
. 9141 
. S399 
.6119 
I value 
20.91*· 
14.35*· 
- 7.1S** 
The regression analysis indicates the extent to which each of the 
explanatory variables was associated with the value on foot per 
hundredweight with othe r va.riables held constant. 
Cattle buyers traditionally have made estimates of dr essing per-
centage and grade in buying cattle. No doubt these are the important 
variables when no value differences are recognized due to carcass 
cutability. If value differences due to variation In retail yield a r e 
recognized, the analysis points clearly to the fact that the 
of the side is more c losely associated with value on 
than either dreSSing percentage or grade. Ther e 
is evidence that the ability to estimate retail yield in live animals can 
be acquired through practice. 10/ 
VALUE OF RET AIL CUTS FROM EACH WHOLESALE CUT 
AS A PERCENTAGE OF SIDE VALUE 
By Retail Yield 
Data shown in Ta ble 11 provides a means for c omparing the value of 
retail cuts from each wholesale cut as a proportion of the total side 
value. The impressive fea ture of the data is the lack of important 
variation in the proportion of the side value from each of the cuts. Each 
of the wholesale cuts represents about the same proportion of the side 
value in carcasses yielding a high proportion of retail cuts as in 
low yielding carcasses. This stability in the proportionate value of each 
lQ/ W. C. St ringer et. al.. Proceedings of Soc. of Animal Science. 1963. 
TABLE 110 - PERCENTAGE VALUE EACH CUT IS OF SIDE VALUE 8Y QUARTI LE IN 
DESCENDING ORDER OF RETAIL YIELD, KC SAMPLE 
Querlll., 
For.quorru , 2 l 4 Averege 
Pic .. 5,13 5.34 5.43 5.49 5.36 
leen Trim 4. I 7 4.43 4.43 4.46 4.38 
Shor t Ribs .96 .91 1.00 1.03 .98 
8risket 3.21 3.41 3.44 3.77 3.46 
Ben.leu 8riskel 2. ,., 2.99 3.04 3.36 3.05 
l.an Trim .42 .42 .40 .41 .41 
Shenk 2.16 2.16 2.17 2.22 2.18 
Stew .43 .53 .51 .57 . 51 
leen Trim 1.73 1.63 1.66 1.65 1.67 
Rib 9.41 9.83 9.72 10.05 9.76 
8-12 Rib 5.80 6.09 6.05 6.25 6.05 
6-7 Rib 2.48 2. ", 2.55 2.65 2.57 
lean Trim .12 .13 .10 .11 .12 
Slwrt Ribs 1.01 1. 01 1.02 1.04 1.02 
o.uc:k 22.92 22.74 23.18 22.48 22.82 
AIm Rocst 4.13 4.00 3.97 3.SS 3.98 
81ade Rocst 11 . 08 11.07 11. 38 11.09 11. 16 
Slew 3.80 4. 14 4.25 4.17 4. 09 
Leon Trim 3.91 3.53 3 .58 3.37 3.59 
Tetel Forequerter 42.83 43.48 43.94 44.01 43.58 
Totef Side 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
TABLE lib - PERCENTAGE VALUE EACH CUT IS OF sloe VALUE BY QUARTILES IN 
DESCENDING ORDER O F RETAil VALUE, ClB SAMPLE 
Quortiles 
Ferequerter , l 4 Averoge 
plote 6.64 6.19 6.24 6.20 6.32 
Lean Trim 5.64 5.17 5.20 5.05 5.27 
Short Ribs 1.00 1.02 1.04 1. IS I.OS 
Briskit 3.87 3.67 3.7J 3.63 3.7J 
Boneleu Br isket 3.J9 3.23 3.28 3.24 3.29 
lean Trim .48 . 44 .45 . 39 ... 
Shonk 2.08 1.98 2.15 2.00 2.05 
5_ .SO .41 .48 .44 .46 
leon Trim 1.5B 1.57 1.67 1.56 1.59 
Rib 10.09 10 . » 10.35 10 .61 10.34 
8-12 Rib 6.24 6.35 6.39 6.SO 6.36 
6-7 Rib 2.59 2.66 2.72 2. 74 2.68 
lean Tr im .20 .19 .18 .21 .20 
Short Ribs 1.06 1.10 1.06 1.16 1.10 
Chuc:k 23.27 23.63 n.n 23.08 23.31 
Arm Rocsl S.lO S.SO 5.51 5.39 5." 
Blode Rocst 10.33 10.70 10.54 10.90 10.61 
S,~ 3.61 3.66 3.46 3.32 3.52 
L'Cln Trim 4.03 3.77 3.72 3.47 3.75 
Totol Forequerter 45.95 45.77 45.69 4.5. SO 45.75 
Totol Side 100.00 100.00 100 .00 100 .00 100.00 
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TABLE lie - PERCENTAGE VALUE EACH CUT IS OF SIDE VALUE BY QUARTI LE IN 
DESCENDING ORDER OF RE TAI L YIELD, KC SAMPLE 
Quoftiles 
Hindquorter 1 2 3 4 Average 
Flank 3. 21 3.1 5 3 .28 3 . 32 3.24 
Steak .83 .79 .81 .82 . 81 
Leon Trim 2.38 2.36 2.47 2.50 2.43 
Ti p 4.86 4.93 4.64 4.91 4.84 
Boneless Tip 4.73 4.'" 4.46 4.76 4.69 
Leon Tri m .13 .13 .18 . 15 . 15 
Round (rump) 24.45 23.79 23 .54 22.90 23.66 
Boneless Rump 5.72 5. 57 5.83 5 .60 5.68 
Round Ste ak 13 .02 12.69 12.13 12.12 12.48 
Stew 3.34 3.28 3.34 3.18 3.28 
Leon Trim 2.37 2.26 2.24 2.00 2.22 
Lain 24.65 24.65 24.59 24 .86 . 24.68 
KidrleY . 25 .24 .25 .26 . 25 
Sirloin 11.30 11.56 11.59 11.67 11. 53 
Porterhouse 12.00 11. 73 11 .57 11 .80 11.77 
Leon Trim 1. 10 1 . 12 1.18 1. 13 1. 13 
Totol Hindquarter 57.17 56.52 56.06 55.99 56. 42 
Total Side 100.00 100.00 100 .00 100 .00 100.00 
TABLE lid - PERCENTAGE VALUE EACH CUT IS OF SIDE VALUE BY QUARTILES IN 
DESCE N DING ORDER OF RETAIL YIE LD, CIB SAMPLE 
Quortjle) 
Hindquarter 1 2 3 4 Average 
Fla"k 3.27 3.39 3.37 3.31 3.33 
Steak . 87 .88 .97 .65 .89 
Leon Trim 2.<0 2.51 2 .<0 2.46 2.44 
Tip 4. 42 4. 49 4.81 4. 75 4.62 
So"eless Tip 4. 32 4.38 4.67 4.62 4.50 
Leon Trim . 10 . 11 .14 . 13 .12 
Round (rump) 22.76 22.70 22.21 22.15 22.45 
Bone less Rump 6 .01 6. 03 5.67 5.47 5.80 
Round Steak 11.52 11. 72 11 . 52 11.77 11.63 
Stew 3.46 3. 19 3.24 3.03 3.23 
Lean Trim 1.77 1. 76 1.78 1.88 1.79 
Loin 23.60 23.65 23.91 24.31 23.85 
Kidney .26 . 27 . 27 .29 .27 
Sirloin 10 .63 10 . 83 10 .62 10.87 10 .73 
Partemouse 11 .37 11.39 11 .70 11. 81 11.56 
Lean Trim 1.34 1.16 1.32 1.34 1.29 
Totol Hindquarte r 54.05 54.23 54.X1 54.52 54 .25 
Total Side 100.00 100.00 100.00 100 .00 100.00 
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of the components reflect: (1) The tendency of the retail-wholesale 
yields of cuts to decrease proportionately from high yielding to low 
yielding carcasses and (2) the prices used to compute retail value. The 
prices used for value computations are in Appendi1l: Table 1. 
The same general pattern emerges in the value comparison as was 
true in the previous section on weight comparison. There was more 
variation in the value of cuts fr om the round than fr om any other 
section as a per centage of the total for the KC sample. The proportion 
was 24.5 percent in the fi rst quartile and 22.9 percent in the fourth. In 
the CIB sample the comparative figureswe re22.8percent for the first 
quartile and 22.2 for the fourth. 
Cuts from the loin had a sUghtly larger percentage of side value in 
the lowest yielding quartile than in the highest. The em sample 
first quartile ave rage was 23. 6 percent and the fourth, 24.3 percent; 
for the KC sample, the corresponding percentages were 24. 7 and 24.9 
percent of side value derived from loin cuts. 
RETAIL CUT·LIVE ANIMAL YIELD 
Retail yield and dressing percentage were negatively associated 
r, KC - .43 , CIB - .10. This Is true as the more highly finished cattle 
have the higher dr essing per centage and the largest proportion of fat 
with a consequential lower retail yield. However, since they ar e not 
perfectly negatively associated there are some animals and lots of 
animals wnich a r e relatively high in both retail yield and dressing 
percentage. 
The product of dressing percentage times retail yield r epr esents 
the proportion of the live weight in trimmed retail cuts. F igur e 1 shows 
the average by lots of retail yield and dressing percentage for each lot 
plotted wjth retail yield on thehorizontial axis and dressing percehtage 
on the vertical axis. The resulting points represent the proportions 
of the weights of live animals which were in retail cuts. Negatively 
sloping lines are drawn in as iso-proportion lines. They may be in-
terpr eted to mean that any of the combinations of retail yield and 
dr essing percentage faUing on the line will yield the same proportion 
of retail cuts from live weight. 
The lot having the highest proportion of live weight in retail cut s 
was one in which the dressing peroentage averaged 63.5 and the 
retail yield. 76.6. It may be of interest to note that all four carcasses 
were In the Good g r ade; two wer e low Good, one was average Good and 
one was high Good. The range in the proportion by lots was from 4B.6 
to 42.0 percent. It should be remembered that this variation is among 
lot averages and is less than individual animal variation. This dif-
ference among lots , if applied to al ,OOOpound steer, means that there 
would be 66 pounds more retail meat from the average steer in the 
lot with the highest proportion of retail cuts than in the lot with the 
lowest proportion. Differences of this magnitude are important 
differences. 
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65 
6 
Fig. 1 - Retoil CUh 01 0 Proportion of Li~e Wligh,,. Lo' AVlrOa11 
To improve pric ing efficiency of the system it is Important to be 
able to identify these differences, measure them and have them re-
flected in the pricing system. 
LOT AVERAGES REPRESEN TING EXTREME AND 
AVERAGE FOR ALL LOTS 
Since the four carcasses In each lot were selected to be repre-
sentative of a lot of cattle, it is relevant to make comparisons among 
lots. However, the carcasses were selected to represent high, low , 
and intermediate retail yield. This resulted in r elatively large 
within- lot variation. For comparative purposes lots were chosen 
which would represent the extremes as well as an average of all lots. 
Slaughter catt le are typically sold in lots of varying sizes and priced on 
a per hundredweight basis. For this reason, lot averages are Impor-
tant measures in the marketing of ca ttle. Improvement In pricing 
accuracy will come first by getting average value per hundredweight 
for the lot more nearly equated with average price per hundr edweight 
for the lot. 
Lot 6 of the KC sample had the highes t percent retail yield of side, 
highest retail value per hundredweight of side , and highest value on 
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foot per hundredweight (Table 12). In terms of percent retail yield of 
side, Lot 6 exceeded Lot 11 by 10.8 percent and the average of all 
26 Lots by 6 percent. The retail value per hWldredweight of side for 
TABLE 12 - COMPARISON OF SELECTED VARIABLES AMONG THREE LOTS CHOSEN 
TO REPRESENT EX TREMES ANP AVERAGE FOR ALL LOTS, KC SAMPLE 
Highest Lowest Averoge 
Lot 6· lotl1*" lot 1St All Lots 
Live Weight 947.5 1270.0 743.75 1061.2 
Hot Weight 605.8 837. 0 439.8 674.9 
Carcass Length (in. ) 47.6 48 .2 41.6 43.5 
AV9. Fet Over 
Rib {in. )ft .39 .99 .61 .79 
Grode 7.25 5.25 6.50 4.97 
Mcrbling 8.75 7.25 8.50 7.09 
Maturity 3.00 4.00 2.00 3.57 
Conformation 7.75 3.75 5.00 4.03 
Fat Over Rib .28 .85 .43 .57 
Ribeye Areo 12 .03 12.88 8.83 11.63 
% Retail Yield 76.6 65.8 71.8 71).6 
Drening 
Percentoge 63.5 65.9 59.1 63.4 
Re l'<lil Vol ve of 
. ide/cwt. $60.01 $51.88 $56.16 $55.60 
Volve on 
foot/cw t . $36.47 $33. 08 $31.56 $33.95 
• lot6 hod highest retail VQlue per owl. of side, value on foot per owt. and % retail 
yield of side . 
•• lot 11 hod lowest retail value per owl. of side and % retail yield of side. 
t lot 18 hod lowest value on fool per owt. 
tt Average of three measurements. 
Lot 6 at $60.01 was $8.31 above the a verage for Lot 11 and $4.41 
about the average for all lots. While Lot 11 had the lowest retail 
values per hundredweight of side due to a very low retail yield, Lot 
18 had the lowest value on foot per hundredweight due to a very low 
dressing percentage. As a result, the value on foot per hundredweight 
averaged $4.!H less for Lot 18 than for Lot 6 and $2.39 below the 
average for all lots. 
For the CIB sample, Lot 4 had the highest percent retail yield, 71 
percent, which was 3.9 percent above the low of67.1 for Lot 9 and 
1.8 percent above the over-all lot average (Table 13). Lot 6 also had 
the h ighest retail value per hundredweight of side, $55.35 , which was 
$2.82 above Lot 9 and $0.91 above the average of a11lots. Because 
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TABLE 13 _ COMPARISON OF SELECTED VARIABLES AMONG THREE LOTS CHOSEN 
TO REPRESENT EXTREMES AND AVERAGf FOR ALL LOTS, CIS SAMPLE 
Highest Lowest 
Lot in % Lot in % Lowest 
of Side of Side on Foot Averoge 
Lot 4~ Lot 9- · Lo t st All Lots 
Live Weight 1019.0 900 . 5 1016.0 lOUd 
Hot Weight 663. I 625 . 8 641.3 657.4 
Coreo.s Lengfu 46.6 44.4 44.7 45.6 
Avg. Fat 0lr 
.72 .95 Rib (in.) .92 .84 
Grode '.0 4.S 3.4 4.2 
fv\orbling 7. 3 7.4 6.2 6.9 
""" Iv r i ty 3.3 2.6 3.0 2.S 
Conformation 4.0 2.6 2.0 2.S 
Fat Over Rib .56 .71 .81 .69 
Ribeye Area 10.8 10.6 10.5 10. 9 
% Retail Yield 71.0 67.1 67.3 69.3 
Dressing 
Percentage 64.9 63.8 63. I 64.0 
Retail Value of 
side/ewt. 555.35 SS2.53 553.05 554.4A 
Value on 
foot/ewt . S35.00 ~2.25 S32.13 S33.78 
, 
Lot 4 hod fue highest % retail yield of side, retail value per ewt .. of ,ide and value 
on foot per ewt. 
" lot 9 hod fue lowest % retail yield of side and retail value per ewt. of .ide 
t Lot 8 hod fue lowe.t value on foot per cwt. 
tt Avel'Qge of fu",e measurements . 
of a lower dressing percentage, the value on foot per hundredweight 
was lowest for Lot 8 at $32.13 , which was $2.87 below Lot 4 and $1.53 
below'the average of all lots. 
The fact that the variation was conSiderably less in the CIE sample 
than in the KC sample is obvious from Tables 12 and 13. However, 
in both samples the value differences among lots were important dif-
ferences which should be recognized in the mar keting system. These 
tables illustrate the imperfections of a system for placing value on 
slaughter cattle only in terms of dressing percentage and grade and 
excluding retail yield. 
APPENDIX TABLE 1 - PRICE PER POUND BY CARCASS GRADE OF RETAI L CUTS 
USED IN COMPUTI NG RE TAil VALUE 
Plote, leon trim 
Plote, short ribs 
Briske t, boneles. 
Brisket, leon Irim 
Shonk, stew 
Shonk, leon trim 
Rib,S-1 2 
Rib, 6-7 
Rib, short ribs 
Rib, leon trim 
Chuck, Arm 
Ch~ck, blode 
Chu~k, stew 
Chuck, leon trim 
Flank , .teok 
Flank, leon trim 
Tip, bone leu 
Tip, leon trim 
Round, rump boneless 
Round, steok 
Round, slew 
Round, leon Irim 
loin , kidney 
loin, sirloin 
loin, r.:rterhouse 
loin, eon tr im 
Choice 
.59 
.43 
.89 
.59 
.79 
.59 
.87 
.>U 
.43 
.59 
.69 
.54 
.79 
.59 
.98 
. 59 
1.00 
. 59 
1.06 
.98 
.79 
.59 
." 1.08 
1.20 
.59 
Coreou Grode 
Good 
.59 
.43 
.85 
." 
.79 
. 59 
.86 
.68 
. 43 
.59 
. 66 
.52 
.79 
.59 
.95 
.59 
1.00 
.59 
1.06 
.98 
.79 
.59 
.47 
1.07 
1.20 
. 59 
Prime 
.59 
.43 
.89 
. 59 
. 79 
. 59 
.92 
. 75 
.43 
. 59 
.69 
.54 
.79 
.59 
.98 
.59 
1.05 
.59 
1.06 
1.03 
.79 
.59 
. 47 
1. IS 
1.49 
.59 
APPENDIX TABLE 2 - NUMBER OF CARCASSES IN EACH ONE-THIRD GRADE, KC 
AND CIB ~AMPlES, USDA GRADES 
KC 
CIB 
p 
4 
3 
3 
5 
c. 
9 
18 
C 
24 
26 
C-
24 
23 
G G- TOlcl 
8 8 
'" 10 4 90 
APPENDIX TABLE 3 - AVERAGE CARCASS WEIGHT AND GRADE BY CARCASS 
WEIGHT QUARTILES IN ASCENDING ORDER OF CARCASS WEIGHT 
Quort il". , , 3 4 Averoge 
Coreoss KC 557.6 648.6 7OS.4 785 . 0 674. 9 
Weight (Ib..) CIS 582 . 4 639.0 6n. S 730.9 657.4 
Coreol' KC 5.5 5. , 4.8 4.5 5.0 
Grode CIB 4. 4 4.3 3. 7 4.6 4.2 
